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Bozikas’s dark metaphoric language aptly captures Stiles’s descent from a respectable family man into a deadly
secret agent.
If James Bond had an MBA, an Australian accent, a guilt-ridden conscience, and a ruthless violent streak, he might
look something like covert agent Tom Stiles, the haunted protagonist of Arthur Bozikas’s hard-hitting thriller, Black
Ops: Zulu. In spite of any possible Aussie stereotype, Bozikas draws Stiles as a complex character who gets
entangled in the criminal underbelly of bustling Sydney, where business, politics, technology, and crime intersect in
strange ways. The first installment of a series, Black Ops: Zulu is a smart and sizzling debut.
The novel opens with a tryst and a car accident, both rendered in memorable detail, after which Stiles is compelled to
confront his lies, infidelities, and the discrepancies between his public persona as a well-respected family man and his
dark private life ruled by a self-destructive need to take risks. Bozikas wastes no time digging into his character’s
demons: “The long tuneless white noise of death had followed him his entire life.” Later, just as precisely and
poignantly, Bozikas writes, “There was always some cold hard place in him, bullet-shaped he imagined, that resisted
obligation and the duty to love.” Although he’s a successful businessman, Stiles carries with him a troubled past, the
loose threads of which pull him into the thrall of a wannabe mob boss named Vlad. What follows is a web of
international intrigue, double-crossing, and the emergence of a shadowy covert operation known as Black Ops Zulu.
Bozikas’s strength as a writer becomes a weakness at times, especially after the gripping first chapter. Attempts to
humanize Stiles simply belabor his conflicted moral state, bogging down the plot with excessive backstory and internal
monologue. For instance, when Stiles goes on a shopping trip in Double Bay with his family, the narrative resembles
more a rambling family drama than the taut thriller promised in the beginning.
But Bozikas makes good on that promise later on when Stiles attends a high-profile meeting at the White House. In
these later chapters, the narrative quickens with action, sexual tension, and hints of conspiracy. Bozikas reveals not
only his deftness as an action writer, but a keen ability to portray the intricacies of the highest circles of power. The
dialogue during a White House dinner, for example, is worldly, ironic, and whip-smart. “On a long enough timeline
everyone’s survival rate drops to zero,” a businessman explains to a small crowd. “Miracles are not probable.” Bozikas
employs the same kind of cunning description and dialogue to depict one of his most memorable characters,
Cerberus. The right-hand man of an elusive terrorist mastermind, Cerberus has “cloudy eyes that seemed to have
seen the world at its worst and taken mercy upon it.”
Black Ops: Zulu culminates in a number of brutal action scenes, including an all-out battle in the suburbs of Sydney.
Bozikas’s dark metaphoric language aptly captures Stiles’s descent from a respectable family man into a deadly
secret agent. “The sun was the color of an open wound,” reads a foreboding line. Black Ops: Zulu is an international
thriller with considerable depth. Bozikas has laid enough groundwork for a promising series.
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